






electrons with the localized f-electrons. The final result is a renor-

malization of the Fermi sur{ace and moreover a drastic enhancement

of the effective mass of free band electrons at Ep.

The electrodynamics of several heavy-electron metals have been

explored in detail [I]. In the coherent state the optical conductivity

shows a narrow resonance centere d at zero frequency. Moreover, the

small spectral weight of this resonance is indicative of the large

effective mass m* of the heavy quasiparticles. However, significant-

ly less was known about the electrodynamics of the superconducting

and magnetic states of these materials. Although magnetic-ordering

and heavy-electron behaviour (eventually together with supercon-

ductivity) seem, at first sight, to be mutually exclusive, various

experimental observations in recent years indicate that this is not

necessary so. Both magnetic ordering out of a heavy-electron state

and the formation of a heavy-electron state in a magnetically-orde-

red matrix seem possible. Examples of these two distinctly different

situations are realized in the low-temperature properties of U2ZnI7,

UCus, UPdzAb and URuzSiz.

From our observations we have concluded that UPdzAlg andUzZnn

undergo an antiferromagnetic phase transition involving mainly

local magnetic moments. In contrast UCus and URuzSiz exhibit an

excitation spectrum characterized by the sudden appearance of

absorption in the far infrared (FIR) spectral range at a temperature

coincident with the onset of the antiferromagnetic transition, which

we tend to ascribe to a spin-density-wave (SDW) gap. This suggests

that the magnetic state develops as the consequence of a Fermi

surface anomaly, similar to the one at the SDW transition in Cr 12,3].
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doped with alkali metals. After the initial discovery of enhanced

conductivity and particularly of superconductivity in A*Coo, it was

shown that the fraction of superconducting material, probed by ac-

susceptibility, was maximized using a starting composition near x:3.

Despite a variety of experiments, several issues were controversial

either for the normal or for the superconducting state properties of

AsCOo. The central question, of course, was about the nature of the

pairing mechanism. There has been debate about whether electron-

electron interactions on the Coo ball or electron-phonon ("-ph)

coupling mediate the pairing. Concerning the latter mechanism,

there was quite a bit of controversy with respect to arguments,

favouring electron-phonon interactions with low freguency intermo-

Iecular vibrations or with high frequency intramolecular modes. The

energy scale of the various modes which mediate the e-ph coupling

are different, and therefore, which of these are important, could in

principle be decided by examining whether the weak or strong

coupling limit applies. In the case of high frequency phonons for

example, one expects, within the mean-field Bardeen-Cooper-

Schrieffer (BCS) theory the weak coupling limit to be appropriate

with the ratio of the single particle gap A and the transition tempe-

rature Ts given by 2LlkeTc: 3.52. In the case of low frequency

vibrations, on the other hand, 2A,lkgT. is expected to exceed the

value which is appropriate for the weak coupling limit.

In this context, optical investigations, besides characterizing the

normal state properties, are a powerful experimental tool in order to

single out whether the weak or strong coupling limit of the BCS

theory is more appropriate to describe the superconducting state.

Our work mainly focused on our attempts to determine the relevant

energy scale (i."., the superconducting gap) of the alkali doped
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